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Consumer behavior has
fundamentally changed

Great [leaders] rejoice in adversity just as brave
soldiers triumph in war
—Lucius Annaeus Seneca

COVID-19 is a global
pandemic
However to win in the
current situation,
companies need to
tailor strategies to
today’s unique context
and look through layers

Facebook company

Turn the Tide
Unlock the new normal

Despite this pandemic, signs of recovery are starting to show; Media industry
unrestricted throughout
India gradually moving towards opening up economy3

Pandemic spread in different degrees across the globe

Based on guidelines
released on 17 May

As of 15 June 2020

Industry

~7.9M

188

Confirmed cases globally1

Countries with cases1

Lockdown stages
1.0

2.0

3.0

4.0

25 Mar

20 Apr

4 May

18 May

Energy & utilities

Travel & tourism1

Oil & gas

Public transportation2

Financials

Fashion, luxury & other
retail

Insurance

Other services

Education (online)

UK

As of 05 June, 2020
Days of doubling cases2

France
Spain

0-3 days

Auto and components

China

Iran

3-6 days

India

Japan
South
Korea

6-14 days
14-30 days

Consumer staples

Italy

USA

Brazil

>30 days

(across all lockdowns)
Media

Education offline

Russia

Industries unrestricted

Building materials

Food/drug retail

Construction/infra

Pharmaceuticals

Consumer durables &
discretionary

Health services

Forest products

Telecom

Chemicals

Agriculture

Machinery
IT services

~0.33M

~0.17M

~0.15M

Total no. of cases1

Recovered1

Active1

As of 15 June 2020

Goods transportation &
logistics
IT hardware
Metals & mining
Packaging
Fully restricted

Partially
restricted

Unrestricted

Turn the Tide
Note: Continued cases and fatalities are subject to different testing, propensity, reporting standards and hence imperfect measures
1. . [NDTV Corona Virus - Live Statistics Data - accessed on 15th June, 2020] 2. [BCG Analysis - No. of doubling days based on 7 day CAGR, Source: John Hopkins CSSE data] 3. [Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA), BCG Analysis]
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The pandemic has impacted the health and socio -economic fabric
With social distancing, at-home media and entertainment has become more important in consumer lives
The pandemic has created a neverbefore focus on health & safety

Social distancing and structural
interventions will drive faster recovery

HEALTH & SAFETY
1

Uncertainty around income and
weakened demand potential in near
term

PUBLIC POLICY
4

COVID-19 Cases
0.27M+ total cases in India1

ECONOMICAL

8

9

3
Demand of health products
49% consumers intend to buy more
vitamins, herbs and supplements in the
coming days3

Consumer Sentiment
At-home Media category showing positive
consumer sentiment in the next 6
months11

Income Uncertainty
• 60% of total household expenditure in hotspots;
45% of consumption in hotspots non-essential6
• 198M workforce employed in hotspot districts7
12

Industry
Guidelines
Media industry in
unrestricted category as per latest
government guidelines4

Web Trends
~120% spike in online searches on health
& immunity in India post COVID2

SOCIAL
11

7
Public Health
Measures
Social distancing enforced via nationwide lockdown

5

2

Consumer priorities being
re-calibrated; certain behavior changes
will stick long term

6
Monetary
Relief Measures
~$13Bn infusion by monetary relief
measures by RBI5

Indicators8

Inflation / Price
• 70 bps drop in CPI
• 130 bps drop in WPI

Trade / Logistics Indicators9:
• 35% decline in exports and
29% decline in imports
• 14% decline in retail freight traffic

13 Web Traffic trends
67% and 97% increase in web traffic for
entertainment and news related websites
respectively14
14

10
Indicators10:

Market Sentiment
20% decline in Nifty index since 1st Feb

Media, Smartphone Usage
Globally, ~3Bn average MAUs across social
media platforms12. 16% increase in
smartphone screen time in India (May vs
pre-COVID-19)13

Mobility
59% likely to practice caution and resume
visits to cinemas 2-6 months after
lockdown is lifted15

Source: 1. [ NDTV Corona Virus - Live Statistics Data - accessed on 28st May 2020] ; 2. [Online Search Trends (India)] 3. [BCG COVID-19 Consumer Sentiment Survey, April 30 - May 03 (N = 1,327)] 4. [Ministry of Home Affairs (MHA),
Govt. of India; Do not apply for containment zones, States and Union Territories may prohibit certain activities] 5. [RBI Notification – 17th April] 6. [BCG Analysis, Source: Nielsen-Indicus database 2017-18, Hotspot list as of 15th April
(MoHFW), data compiled in 2017-18 , Press Search] 7. [BCG Analysis, Source: Hotspot list as of 15th April (MoHFW), PLFS workforce survey 2017-18, Census 2011-12 district workforce report] 8. [CPI (MOSPI), WPI (Office of economic
advisor) – Change comparison Feb 20 vs March 20] 9. [Import-Export movement (Ministry of Commerce & Trade), Railway Traffic (Ministry of Railways) – YoY decline in March'20] 10. [Bloomberg data - As of 23-April] 11. [Source:
BCG COVID-19 Consumer Sentiment Survey] 12. [Facebook Q1 2020 Earnings Release/ Call Transcript – 2.6Bn users just on Facebook] 13. [BARC Nielsen – TV + Smartphone consumption report during COVID, 7th May 2020] 14.
[Comscore - One week into lockdown : Online media consumption in India, April 2020, Press Search] 15 . [Source: BCG COVID-19 Consumer Sentiment Survey (India) April 30 - May 03 2020 (N=1,327)]
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Social distancing has been the key to fight disease globally and in India –
making it the new way of living
Social distancing advocated as key measure to
control COVID spread

India is actively following social distancing
guidelines
India has observed a stark drop in number of visits
across public places

CDC

WORKPLACE

RETAIL & RECREATION

Johns Hopkins
University

~85%2

South Korea

South Korea keeps social distancing post
-qz.com
COVID-19

Hong Kong

Hong Kong extends social distancing
-Bloomberg
measures as cases drop

Globally strict measures followed to ensure social distancing
Up to 15 April 2020

10+
Countries

Closed public
transportation1

19+

Closed
workplaces1

Reduction in number
of visits compared to
baseline

~65%2

Reduction in number
of visits compared to
baseline

Strict social distancing guidelines issued for reopening workplaces3
Non-Exhaustive

Seating at least
6 feet away
from others on
job sites

Countries

1. [Oxford COVID-19 Government Response Tracker] 2. [COVID-19 Community Mobility Report (April 17, 2020) - The baseline is the median value, for the corresponding day of the week, during the 5-week period Jan 3–Feb 6,
2020]; 3. Press Search; [Live Mint] [Coronavirus lockdown rules for offices: 6 feet apart seats, one hour gap between shifts]

Gap of 1 hr.
between shifts &
stagger lunch
breaks

Even in challenging times, historically there are organizations that have found
opportunities to grow
18% of Indian companies1 improved both growth & margin during
the 2008-09 Global financial downturn, while 37% declined in both2

There are many success stories of Indian companies weathering
historical downturns3

HCL TECHNOLOGIES
Increasing sales growth
While most players were struggling to survive the 2008 downturn, HCL
increased its revenues by 23.5% in 2009 with a three-pronged approach:
enhanced customer centricity, strategic shift towards sophisticated value
adding services and an "employee-first" mantra. The stock price has
increased 18X since 2009

A
21%
Shrinking
EBIT margin

18%
Expanding
EBIT margin

B

37%

24%

MARUTI SUZUKI
While the global recession of 2008 affected the sales of all car
manufacturers, Maruti Suzuki embarked on a forward-looking journey.
The reaction included capacity expansion, increased headcount in R&D,
flexible product-mix and breaking new ground in consumer markets.
Stock price has soared 10X since 2009

Falling sales growth
1. [Indian public companies with Market Cap > $10M, excluding Banks, Insurance, Asset Management companies] 2. [BCG Analysis: Based on revenue growth & EBIT Margin growth (from FY'09 to FY'12) compared to three-year
pre-downturn baseline (from FY'06 to FY'09); Source: S&P Capital IQ Financial Statements] 3. [BCG Analysis, Source: Press Search, BCG Valuescience, Press Search: financial Express, Economic Times]
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As we move towards recovery, near term potential exists in pockets; need to
look at the de-averaged picture
25 states have less than 20% active cases1
Data as of 09 June
Very High : >=10% of pan
India cases

80% cases

High : >=3%, <10% of pan
India cases

Ladakh (50)

Med : <3% of pan India
cases

Jammu and Kashmir (2916)
Himachal Pradesh (189)

Punjab (482)
Chandigarh (39)

No cases

Uttarakhand (684)
Arunachal Pradesh (50)
Haryana
(2681) Meghalaya (22)

Delhi (17712)

Madhya Pradesh
(2688)
Gujarat(5309)
Dadar Nagar Haveli (20)

Sikkim (7)

Uttar
Pradesh
(4320)

Rajasthan
(2513)

Maharashtra
(44384)

Assam (2107)

Bihar
(2672)

Nagaland (115)
Tripura
(646)

Jharkhand
(730)
Chhattisgarh
(848)
Odisha
(992)

Companies should strategically prioritize reopening and scaling up business as lockdown
starts easing across regions

Manipur (214)
Mizoram (41)

West Bengal
(4743)

Telangana (1803)
Goa (263)

Potential to target specific
micro-markets further along recovery to
'normal'

Andhra Pradesh (2031)

Karnataka (3177)
Puducherry (75)
Kerala(1175)

Tamil Nadu (15416)
Andaman
and Nicobar Islands (0)
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1. [BCG Analysis, Source: Ministry of Health & Family Welfare (MoHFW) website; Press reports]

Pre-COVID, India was witnessing high levels of consumption across at -home
media platforms
Social media had been
showing strong growth

Print and digital news
consumption was driven
by increase in literacy rate

Digital video was showing
high levels of viewership

Audio streaming was
driven by increased digital
adoption

Linear TV viewership
growth was driven by rural
areas

351
Mn.

75
Mn.

265
Mn.

153
Mn.

195
Mn.

MAUs
(2019)1

MAUs for digital news
(2019)3

MAUs
(2019)5

MAUs
(2019)7

MAUs
(2019)8

146
mins.

23
mins.

127
mins.

14
mins.

233
mins.

Avg. daily time spent
per user (2019)2

Avg. daily time spent per user
reading print & digital news
(2019)4

Avg. daily time spent
per user (2019)6

Avg. daily time spent
per user (2019)7

Avg. daily time spent
per user (2019)6

+25%

YoY CAGR for MAUs
from 2015-19

+13%

Improvement in
literacy rate from
2017-199

INR 7
/GB

Mobile data in India
is cheapest in the
world10

+11%

CAGR for
smartphone users in
India from 2017-1910

2.5x

Increase in linear TV
viewership for rural vs.
urban (2016-18)11

1. [Statista – Global consumer survey, 2019] 2. [Hindu – "How much time do Indians spend on social media, August 21 2019] 3. .[App Annie Print News Apps data, January 1 2017 - 29 December 2019 ] 4. [eMarketer - India Time spent with media, May 2019 and BCG
Analysis] 5. .[App Annie Video OTT Apps data, January 1 2017 - 29 December 2019 ] 6. [eMarketer - India Time spent with media, May 2019] 7.[App Annie Audio streaming data, January 1 2017 - 17 May 2020 ] 8. [IBEF – Media and Entertainment, August 2018] 9.
[Indian Readership Survey 2019] 10.[Nokia - India Mobile broadband index, 2020] 11. [BARC – Broadcast India survey,2018]

The pandemic has surged social and digital media consumption; linear TV
viewership witnessed a spike but stabilizing to pre -COVID levels
Social media consumption
sharply increased

+32%
Increase in time spent per user
on social media platforms vs.
pre-COVID levels1

Digital news also saw
uptake in consumption

+20%
Increase in time spent per user
on digital news apps vs.
pre-COVID levels2

Video OTTs witnessed
spike in viewership

Decrease in audio
streaming due to reduced
on-the go listening

Linear TV saw a spike in
viewership, now coming
back to pre-COVID levels

+23%

+28%
Increase in time spent per user
on video OTT apps vs.
pre-COVID levels3

-13%

-13%
Decrease in time spent per user
streaming audio vs.
pre-COVID levels4

Increase in
time spent
per user in
first 7 weeks
after onset
of COVID1

Decrease in
time spent
per user in
the following
5 weeks1

1. [BARC Nielson – How are media habits changing as India enters Week 9 of the Lockdown, 29th May 2020] 2. [BARC Nielson – How are media habits changing as India enters Week 7 of the Lockdown, 14th May 2020] 3. [App Annie Video OTT apps data January 1
2017 – 6 June 2020] 4. [App Annie Audio streaming data January 1 2017 – 6 June 2020]

Spike in new adoption for social and digital media; high likelihood of
new adopters to continue
Social media

80%

% new adopters who are likely to continue
usage once lockdown is lifted

16% new adopters post lockdown;
74% new adopters likely to continue;
54% users have increased consumption

Social Media

Free
OTT

Free OTT

Debit/
Online
credit cards News

60%

Online shopping
(essentials)

Online
banking

Online
games

15% new adopters post lockdown;
68% new adopters likely to continue;
42% users have increased consumption

Digital Wallets
Video calls

Online News
13% new adopters post lockdown;
60% new adopters likely to continue;
44% users have increased consumption

Paid OTT
40%

Paid OTT
20% new adopters post lockdown;
44% new adopters likely to continue;
33% users have increased consumption

Online fitness classes

Online hobby classes

Online
educational classes

Online doctor consult
10%
10%

40%

60%

80

% users who have started/increased usage since lockdown
Source: [Among urban consumers only. Question text: "Which statement best describes your usage behavior since the Lockdown?" Question text: "In the next 6 months, how do you think your behavior will change for the below activities as compared to before
Lockdown "Question text: "You mentioned that you have started below activities since the Lockdown. How likely are you to continue below activities even after the Lockdown gets lifted" Source: BCG COVID-19 Consumer Sentiment Survey (India) May 18-23 2020
(N=3,276) ]

In Focus: Digital Media

Video OTT
Audio OTT
Digital News
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The pandemic has created different types of changes in consumer behavior – some
more long lasting than others

REVERSAL OF
PAST TRENDS

ACCELERATION OF EXISTING
TRENDS

NEW
HABITS

Wild cards; likely to be
temporary surges

High potential
permanent shifts in behavior

Stickiness of change is
yet to be determined

These are complete reversal of how consumers
were behaving in the past

Consumer behavior was already moving towards
these trends

Entirely new habits developed during the pandemic
and while social distancing

These changes have mostly risen out of a constraint or
fear vs. convenience or choice

With the pandemic, the trends have gained
momentum and accelerated

Consumers who gain positive reinforcement out of the
habits may retain them

These trends will likely last in line with recovery
period

Positive reinforcement is essential for consumers to
adopt them in the long term

Ecosystem facilitating and feeding these changes can
make it last longer

Turn the Tide
Unlock the new normal

New trends of consumer behavior emerge across categories
This will deeply impact purchase pathways in the new normal
REVERSAL OF PAST
TRENDS
1

Bringing the
Outside Inside

Social
Distancing

ACCELERATION OF
EXISTING TRENDS
5

6

Embracing digital services &
experiences
Accelerated adoption of ecommerce & O2O

7

2

3

Income
Uncertainty

Trust in brand
above all else

9

Remote way of living
10

'D'o 'I't 'Y'ourself
11

Strive for Health & Wellness

Health &
Hygiene

NEW
HABITS

Superior hygiene & clean
living: a new norm

8

Rise of 'Smart shopper'

Trading down &
bargain hunting

4

Shopping for Utility
Wild cards: likely to be temporary surges
in line with recovery period

High potential permanent shifts: linked
to positive reinforcement

Stickiness of change is yet to be determined

Turn the Tide
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5 of these 11 trends will have a higher impact on digital media consumer
behavior and pathways
REVERSAL OF PAST
TRENDS
1

Social
Distancing

Bringing the
Outside Inside

ACCELERATION OF
EXISTING TRENDS
5

35-50% users have increased time spent
across digital media platforms with more
free time at-home1

Embracing digital services &
experiences
15-20% new adopters across social media,
free and paid video OTT and digital news3

NEW
HABITS
9

Remote way of living
32% increase in social media consumption;
higher discovery of at-home media content
on social media5

7

Strive for Health & Wellness

Health &
Hygiene

36% increase in streaming of work out
playlists vs Pre COVID -194

3

Income
Uncertainty

Trading down &
bargain hunting

54% of those who plan to increase spend on
digital videos are expecting
discounts/offers2

Wild cards: likely to be temporary surges
in line with recovery period

High potential permanent shifts: linked
to positive reinforcement

Stickiness of change is yet to be determined

Source : 1. [Question text: "Which statement best describes your usage behavior across the following areas?", Source: BCG COVID-19 Consumer Sentiment Survey (India), May 18-23 2020 (N=3,276)] 2. [Question text : "Please
state the reason to spend more/to spend less in the near future ?", Source: BCG COVID-19 Consumer Sentiment Survey (India), March 23-26 (N=2016)] 3. [Question text: "Which statement best describes your usage behavior
across the following areas?", Source: BCG COVID-19 Consumer Sentiment Survey (India), May 18-23 2020 (N=3,276)] 4. [Economic Times – 13% rise in music consumption across India– Gaana report, May 2020, Press Search] 5.
[BARC Nielson – How are media habits changing as India enters Week 9 of the Lockdown, 29th May 2020]
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THE PURCHASE PATHWAY
FOR DIGITAL MEDIA IS
UNDERGOING
FUNDAMENTAL CHANGES
UNDERSTANDING THIS WILL
BE KEY TO TAP EMERGING
OPPORTUNITIES
Turn the Tide
Unlock the new normal

Consumer Behavior Change in P2P: Pre-Purchase
Discovery and consideration (Decision: which media platform)
1 Digital media adoption even in older age groups and rural consumers, leading to democratization of user base
Pre-COVID-19, digital media user base was skewed towards <35 years
demographic and digital proliferation was higher in urban areas

However, the pandemic has led to higher/similar rate of digital media adoption in the
>35 years demographic as well as in rural areas
Post-COVID-19 Adoption rate (% new adopters/user base)

Demographic split of user base, pre-COVID-19

<35 yrs

>35 years

Urban

Rural

<35 years

>35 years

Urban

Rural

Video
OTT1

89%

11%

91%

9%

Video
OTT3

23%

26%

13%

13%

Audio
OTT2

70%

30%

82%

18%

Audio
OTT3

16%

22%

12%

14%

Acceleration of
existing trends, likely
to last longer term

EMBRACING DIGITAL
SERVICES & EXPERIENCES

1. [Counterpoint - Top 5 Indian metros account more than half of the OTT video content platform user base, June 18, 2019] 2. [Statista-Global consumer survey, October 2019] 3. [Question text: "Which statement best
describes your usage behavior since the Lockdown?", Source: BCG COVID-19 Consumer Sentiment Survey (India), April 30- May 3 2020 (N=1,327)]
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Consumer Behavior Change in P2P: Pre-Purchase
Discovery and consideration (Decision: which media platform)
2 Discoverability of content is critical; social media will be even more important for discovery

Content discovery has been a major pain point
for consumers

69%

Users missed out on a show to later
find it was available1

Social media has been an important
platform for content discovery

Video OTT1

85%

16%

74%

54%

Audio OTT2

48%

New adopters
of social media
platforms4

New social
media adopters likely
to continue5

Users have increased
use of social media4

Digital News3

56%

% Video OTT users surveyed (pre-COVID-19)

40%

Users did not know what to watch after
finishing "hero" or popular content2

% Video OTT users surveyed (pre-COVID-19)

Acceleration of
existing trends, likely
to last longer term

Post-COVID-19, social media to become even more important for users
for discovering content due to increase in social media consumption

% Respondents (pre-COVID-19)

% Respondents (post-COVID-19)

EMBRACING DIGITAL
SERVICES & EXPERIENCES

1. [Facebook for Business - “Becoming a mainstay in consumers' streaming portfolios” November 12 2019] 2. [BCG - Entertainment goes online, November 2018] 3. [Reuters Institute - India Digital News Report]
4. [Question text: "Which statement best describes your usage behavior across the following areas?", Source: BCG COVID-19 Consumer Sentiment Survey (India), May 18-23 2020 (N=3,276) ] 5. [Question text: "How
likely are you to continue below activities even after Lockdown is lifted?", Source: BCG COVID-19 Consumer Sentiment Survey (India), May 18-23 2020 (N=3,276) ]
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Consumer Behavior Change in P2P: Pre-Purchase
Discovery and consideration (Decision: which media platform)
3 Deep content library, use case for TV-Screen viewing and dual screen behavior will be important choice drivers for digital video consumption

OTT has aggregated content library
Content
related choice
drivers

Reason to prefer video OTT over linear TV, pre-COVID-191

TV covers all kinds of content needs
Reason to prefer linear TV over video OTT, pre-COVID-191

Option to view in short sessions on mobile
Accessibility
related choice
drivers

Reason to prefer video OTT over linear TV, pre-COVID-191

Co-Viewing on TV screens
Reason to prefer linear TV over video OTT, pre-COVID-191

More free time to consume
content coupled with a dry
content pipeline has
increased importance of
deep, aggregated
content library

(post-COVID-19)

(post-COVID-19)

59%

8X

Consumers plan to
increase spends on OTT
because they are
expecting more
free time2

Increase in time spent
viewing old classics on
TV during lockdown3

(pre-COVID-19)
(post-COVID-19)
98% HHs4 in India have
single TV; with more time
at-home
70%
3X
Co-viewing on TV screens
and dual screen behavior
Increase in streaming through
% respondents use multiple
has important implications
connected devices
media devices together6
for OTT
(TV sticks/Chromecast/Smart TVs) 5

Reversal of past trends, likely
to be temporary
1. [BCG - Entertainment goes online, November 2018] 2. [Question text: “Please state the reason to spend more/to spend less in the near future?", Source: BCG COVID-19 Consumer Sentiment Survey (India), March 2326 2020 (N = 2,106) ], 3. [BARC Nielson – TV + smartphone consumption report during COIVD, 9th April 2020] 4. [BARC-Impact of co viewing, on TV Viewership, 2018]. 5. [The Print-Here's what Indians are watching during
COVID-19 Lockdown. Spoiler Its not Friends reruns, Press Search, For leading OTT Player, April 2020] 6. [Adobe – Adobe brand content strategy, 2019]

BRINGING THE
OUTSIDE INSIDE
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Consumer Behavior Change in P2P: Purchase
Consumption (Decision: what and how much to consume)
4 More at-home consumption and constraints in content pipeline have changed what content is being consumed
Post-COVID-19 change in Avg. time spent/user

Video OTT1

Movies

Some trends linked to supply constraints are likely to be short term

82%

Syndicated series

-10%

Sports

-99%

Movies: Consumers unwilling to go out to theatres coupled with no new releases
Sports: No new content development due to social distancing

Original series

57%

Audio OTT2

Syndicated series: Dry content pipeline has led to decline in viewership
Devotional and classical

14%

EDM/Party
Workout playlist

….while some may stick in the longer term
-7%

Original series: More time to experiment and lack of alternate content

36%

News3

Workout playlist: Lockdown constraints and higher focus on health and fitness

Reversal of past trends,
likely to be temporary

Digital News

BRINGING THE
OUTSIDE INSIDE

20%
Acceleration of
existing trends, likely
to last longer term

Digital News: Increased digital adoption has led to an increase in viewership

EMBRACING DIGITAL
SERVICES & EXPERIENCES

Acceleration of
existing trends, likely
to last longer term

1. [BARC Nielson – How are media habits changing as India enters 5th week of Lockdown, 30th April 2020] 2. [Economic Times – 13% rise in music consumption across India—Gaana report, May 05 2020] 3 . [App Annie App Annie Print News Apps data January 1 2017 – 6 June 2020]]

STRIVE FOR HEALTH
& WELLNESS
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Consumer Behavior Change in P2P: Purchase
Consumption (Decision: what and how much to consume)
5 Spike in regional language content consumption

75%
(pre-COVID-19)

Digital news2

“At-home” will be a more salient trigger for consumption; “on the
go” access will be less important

Internet user base to be dominated by regional language users by 20211
% Consumers top reasons to stream music,
(pre-COVID-19)

Regional
Languages

Hindi

English

+141%

+101%

+36%

% Change in time spent/reader (post-COVID-19)

(post-COVID-19)

+45%
Video OTT3

6

Increase in consumption of Hollywood
content dubbed in regional languages

New habit, stickiness
unclear

Spike in
Hindi/regional news
driven by higher
need to stay
updated on local
news

Vernacular diversity
of new adopters will
increase
consumption of
regional and Hindi
content
REMOTE WAY OF
LIVING

Travelling
Audio OTT4

Social gatherings

62%
45%

% Consumers top reasons to stream OTT,
(pre-COVID-19)

On the go access
Video

51%

OTT5

Reversal of past trends, likely to be
temporary

1. [Times Internet–The changing lingual face of digital India, Jan 2018] 2. [BARC Nielson–TV + Smartphone consumption report during COVID, 9th April,2020] 3. [Live Mint–Dubbing adds a local flavor to streaming site's
foreign content, April, 2020, Press Search] 4. [IMI-Digital Music Study, 2019] 5. [BCG - Entertainment goes online, November 2018] 6. [Question text: "How much do you agree with the each of the following statements
about coronavirus?", Source: BCG COVID-19 Consumer Sentiment Survey (India) 30-03 May,2020 (N=1372) ]

85%

% respondents
(post-COVID-19) 6

Not going out so as to
avoid public places

With consumers reducing
travel, triggers to
consume media will be
more “at-home” and less
“on-the-go”

BRINGING THE
OUTSIDE INSIDE
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Consumer Behavior Change in P2P: Purchase
Subscription (Decision: To subscribe or not)
7 Consumer willingness to pay for video OTT platforms has increased; higher expectations on discounts and bundled offerings

54%

Adoption rate for SVOD apps has increased to 20%
Pre-COVID-19, adoption rate (% new adopters/user base) for SVOD apps was 13%

20%

13%

post-COVID-192

pre-COVID-191

Users across demographics are planning to increase spends on SVOD apps

Of consumers who plan to increase spends on
Paid OTT, expect discounts and offers4

(post-COVID-19)

69%

46%

Aspirer
(5-10L HH income pa)

Struggle + Next Billion
(<5L HH income pa)

(pre-COVID-19)

53%

42%

27%

1 in 3

Acceleration of
existing trends, likely
to last longer term

New subscribers in trial phase
likely to prefer discounted and
customized offerings like pay
per view and telco bundles

(pre-COVID-19)

Affluent+
(10L+ HH income pa)

% users planning to increase spends on SVOD apps in next 6 months (post-COVID-19) 3

Consumers prefer short term access
passes for media usage5

(pre-COVID-19)

Consumers prefer bundled offerings
for paid media access5

Consumers use a shared SVOD service
with friends and family6

With user base getting
democratized, there will be an
uptake in shared family
subscriptions/group offerings

EMBRACING DIGITAL
SERVICES & EXPERIENCES

1. [App Annie Video OTT apps data January 1 2017–6 June 2020 and World TV information service, Ovum-Omdia OTT subscribers 2017-2019] 2. [Question text: "Which statement best describes your usage behavior across the
following areas”, Source: BCG CCI sentiment survey (India) May 18-23 2020 (N=3,276) ] 3. [Question text: “How do you expect your spend to change in the next 6 months across the following areas?”, Source: BCG COVID-19
Consumer Sentiment Survey (India) May 18-23 2020 (N=3,276) ] 4. [Question text: “Please state the reason to spend more/less in near future?”, Source: BCG COVID-19 Consumer Sentiment Survey (India), March 23-26 2020 (N =
2,106) ] 5. [Ovum-Amdocs-OTT Media Service consumer survey and OTT & CSP Partnership Study, Feb 2020] 6. [Ampere Analysis: SVOD Payment, Q12020]
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Consumer Behavior Change in P2P: Purchase
Subscription (Decision: To subscribe or not)
8 Social media will play a larger role in driving video and audio OTT subscriptions

Choosing between multiple available SVOD apps
has been a pain point for users

76%

Users say there are too many SVOD
apps to keep track of1

Social media has been a key source of
influence when consumers choose to
subscribe

Video OTT1

67%

Users say they lack the time to try all
SVOD apps they want to subscribe1

54%

Users have increased social media consumption3

(post-COVID-19)

% Respondents (pre-COVID-19)

71%

With social media consumption increasing, it will be an even more
important influencer in subscription decision

Audio OTT2

62%

+32%

Increase in time spent per user on social media platforms vs.
pre-COVID levels4

(post-COVID-19)
% Respondents (pre-COVID-19)

Acceleration of
existing trends, likely
to last longer term

% Respondents (pre-COVID-19)

EMBRACING DIGITAL
SERVICES & EXPERIENCES

1. [Facebook for Business - “Becoming a mainstay in consumers' streaming portfolios” November 12 2019] 2. [IMI – Digital Music Study, 2019] 3. [Question text: "Which statement best describes your usage behavior
across the following areas?", Source: BCG COVID-19 Consumer Sentiment Survey (India), May 18-23 2020 (N=3,276)] 4. [BARC Nielson – How are media habits changing as India enters Week 9 of the Lockdown, 29th May
2020]
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Consumer Behavior Change in P2P: Post-Purchase
Retention (Decision: To continue on platform or not)
9 Innovative pricing models in paid media offerings important for

customer retention
22%

10 Personalized content recommendations and community

connect will be important for users

Users are planning to reduce spends on SVOD apps1

Peer advocacy and personalized recommendations have always been important for users

(post-COVID-19)

SVOD consumers have been value conscious while re-subscribing

48%

45%

Users with "high subscription
charges" as major reason for not
re-subscribing

Users with "value for money" as
major reason for re-subscribing

75%

54%

Users find recommendations
from peers and family helpful

Users find personalized
recommendations helpful

% Video OTT users surveyed (pre-COVID-19)3

With social distancing, consumers will expect personalized recommendations and
community connect to be fulfilled digitally

% SVOD users surveyed (pre-COVID-19)2

71%
Affordable and innovative pricing models will become more important
for customer retention with increased value seeking mindset

Reversal of past trends,
likely to be temporary

TRADING DOWN AND
BARGAIN HUNTING

Consumers have stopped or reduced going out to meet friends4

(post-COVID-19)

New habit, stickiness
unclear

1. [Question text: “How do you expect your spend to change in the next 6 months across the following areas?", Source: BCG COVID-19 Consumer Sentiment Survey (India), May 18-23 2020 (N=3,276)] 2. [BCG Entertainment goes online, November 2018] 3. [Facebook for Business -"Becoming a mainstay in consumer streaming portfolios" November 12 2019] 4. [Question text: "How much do you agree with each of the
following statements about the coronavirus?", "Which statement best describes your behavior since the Lockdown?", Source: BCG COVID-19 Consumer Sentiment Survey (India), May 18-23 2020 (N=3,276)]

REMOTE WAY
OF LIVING
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Unlock the new normal

THE NEW NORMAL FOR
DIGITAL MEDIA WILL SEE
NEW PATHWAYS
WHAT WILL IT TAKE FOR
YOU TO WIN?
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The new pathway is changing and filled with opportunities

POST
PURCHASE

PURCHASE

PRE
PURCHASE

Portfolio & Messaging

Digital proliferation across
demographics

Strengthen Brand
Proposition
Tweak messaging
and portfolio focus
to play in expanded
demographics
Channel & Engagement

Adapt to changing consumer needs with
a more at-home lifestyle

Build brand advocacy to drive up
retention

Capture the
increasing eyeballs
Win
disproportionate
share of new online
adopters and
aggressively retain
customers

Value Focus

Tap the Here
& Now
opportunity:
Induce and
Incentivize
purchase to
deliver value

Presence & Influence

Adjust to the
new normal
of
engagement:
Significantly
redesign your
digital
engagement
with
customers
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Digital proliferation across demographics

Embracing digital services
and experiences

Bringing the
outside inside

Bring alive discovery with digital

PRE PURCHASE FUNNEL

1

Optimize portfolio for value creation

• Amp-up content discovery across social media through
driving conversations around content
• Use immersive and interactive formats to drive engagement
e.g. playable ads, contextual video ads, filters etc.
Build social connect and leverage influencers

4
• Provide a deep, aggregated content library
to match growing content needs
of consumers
• Provide coupled device offerings to
strengthen co-viewing use case for OTT

2
• Build surround with branded content from content creators
and influencers e.g., celebrity binge list

Drive digital retargeting

3
• Leverage digital and dynamic advertisements for targeting
prospective consumers across various age and
income group with relevant content offerings
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Medium Term

Short Term

Adapt to changing consumer needs with a more at-home lifestyle

Bringing the
Outside Inside

Embracing digital services
and experiences

Remote way of living

Strive for health
and wellness

Trading down and
bargain hunting

Bring alive experiences with digital access

PURCHASE FUNNEL

5

6

• Target different segments with relevant
assortment, e.g. innovative offerings (like vintage
unseen content) to retain sport consumers in near
term till live sports resume
• Publish pop-up newsletter to educate on COVID-19
driven theme
• Bring traditionally “outside” content to the OTT/TV
screen Movie releases, Comedy shows,
concerts etc.

7

Optimize subscription
offerings to consumer needs
• Design data-driven
subscription plan
offerings like family
packs/Split and pay
options etc.
• Ecosystem offerings like
Telco with OTT. to provide
one stop solution with
data enablers

Pivot content to changing consumer needs

• Design data-driven content pipeline to reflect shifts in consumer preferences (eg.
shifts in co-viewing patterns leading to preference for regional content, increased
focus on health and wellness resulting in more streaming of workout playlists etc.)
• Invest in originals and tent poles; reduce TAT in production

Medium Term

Short Term
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Build brand advocacy to drive up retention

Remote way of Living

Trading down and bargain hunting

POST-PURCHASE FUNNEL

Strengthen consumer engagement

8

Drive value by repeat purchase offerings

• Incentivize social peer recommendation to create content and
platform advocacy
• Decision making tools (Increase ease of in-platform discovery
with Personalized recommendations and user friendly search)

Medium Term

9

• Segment consumers and target with the right portfolio to drive
differential value e.g. micro pricing options/sachet
subscriptions for consumers looking to trade down

Short Term
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Pre-purchase

Brand Showcase (1/7)
Bring alive discovery with digital

Build social connect and leverage influencers

Amazon Prime Video

Zee5: Zee5 Global launched the "Stay Home, Stay

Amazon Prime Video introduced an Instagram
filter for their upcoming show “Four More Shots
Please!” and leveraged various influencers to
promote the show

Entertained" campaign across channels and leveraged
the Facebook platform to scale their subscription
volumes

Netflix
Netflix asked users to create Instagram filters for
its show “Money Heist” before the launch of its
4th season and share them with
other Instagrammers.

Yisus, an Instagram user created the “Bella Ciao”
face filter for the show which became quite
popular among viewers

23% increase in monthly
installs from Facebook
during lockdown vs. prelockdown period

73% increase in monthly
subscriptions from
Facebook during lockdown
vs. pre-lockdown period

Zee5 also leveraged influencer marketing on Facebook
to promote the campaign

Turn the Tide
Source: Press Search and BCG Analysis
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Pre-purchase

Brand Showcase (2/7)
Drive digital retargeting

Viacom 18

The Hindu: The Hindu has revamped its offering for

Viacom 18's Voot Kids partnered with
Facebook and Instagram for boosting each
stage of their acquisition journey
291% increase in free trials from
Facebook & Instagram during lockdown
73% increase in app installs from
Facebook & Instagram during lockdown

Voot Kids used interactive formats such as playable ads, contextual
video ads and AI based acquisition tools on Facebook

school kids, "The Hindu in school" to a digital form and
has been sharing the links to the digital e-paper through
various social media platforms.
The e-paper has a
simple journal
writing exercise

It also features a
30 mins activity
sheet for children

To help children comprehend the impact of COVID-19,
the e-paper carries explainers

Turn the Tide
Source: Press Search and BCG Analysis
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Pre-purchase

Brand Showcase (3/7)
Optimize portfolio for value creation

Zee5

JioFiber

Zee5 ventured into the kids genre with “Zee5 Kids” and started
streaming exclusive animated originals such as Guddu

Jio Fiber has extended its support to view
Amazon Prime Video through its set top
box, the platform already hosts other apps
like Hotstar and ALTBalaji

They also plan to
release other series
targeted specifically
at kids such as
Gadget Guru and
Bapu

Zee5 plans to have an evolving deep library of movies,
shows and other content in multiple languages

Asianet
Asianet is the first of its kind Cable TV operator in India to
launch a smart dongle to support streaming of OTTs through
its set top box in April, 2020. The offerings of the cable TV
operator are now comparable to the DTH operators

Turn the Tide
Source: Press Search and BCG Analysis
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Purchase

Brand Showcase (4/7)
Bring alive experiences with digital access

Kpop band “Super M”

Amazon Music

Kpop band “Super M” performed live in front of VR
generated backgrounds, concert leveraged AR and
3D graphics on 26th April, 2020

Katy Perry hosted a live Q&A and performance with Amazon
Music on 15th May, 2020, performing her new song “Daisies”
for the first time

The concert attracted a total viewership
of 75,000 people across 109 countries

Disney + Hotstar

The concert saw gross sales of tickets
and merchandise worth $1.9 M

Following Super M, 3 other bands, WayV, NCT DREAM and NCT 127
performed similar concerts in May, 2020

After a short theatrical run due to the pandemic, the Irrfan
Khan starrer Angrezi Medium was re-released on Disney +
Hotstar
The movie could be streamed
free of cost by Disney + Hotstar
VIP and Disney + Hotstar
premium subscribers

Turn the Tide
Source: Press Search and BCG Analysis
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Purchase

Brand Showcase (5/7)
Pivot content to changing consumer needs

ALTBalaji

Voot select

With original shows on the block including titles such as
Dil Hi Toh Hai, Class of 2020, Mentalhood, Code M and
Ghar Ka Khana, ALTBalaji has suited up to meet the
increasing demand of viewers for original content

Viacom 18's Voot select entered the original content market
with 4 series, Asur, Marzi, The Raikar case and Illegal

Amazon Prime Video
Amazon Prime Video launched 7 new original shows in
India in 2020 including The Forgotten Army and
Paatal Lok

Moreover, sequels to popular original series such as
Mirzapur, Inside Edge, Breathe and The Family Man
were also announced

The shows feature veteran actors such as Arshad
Warsi (Asur), Rajeev Khandelwal (Marzi) and
Piyush Mishra (Illegal)

In addition to original shows, the
platform also features international
shows such as The Elementary and
Masterchef USA

Turn the Tide
Source: Press Search and BCG Analysis
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Purchase

Brand Showcase (6/7)
Optimize subscription offerings to consumer needs

Spotify

Airtel

Spotify has re-introduced premium family subscription
plan (6 premium accounts) free for 3 months as a limited
period offering till June, 2020

Airtel through its various recharge options is giving free
subscriptions of Zee5, Amazon Prime and Disney + Hotstar
VIP

Amazon Prime Video

Vodafone

Prime Video has facilitated creation of 6 different profiles
in their standard offering to facilitate personalized
viewing in shared subscriptions

Vodafone is offering free access to Vodafone Play and Zee 5
in its pre paid plan offerings
Vodafone is offering free Netflix subscription in its limited
edition RedX postpaid plan

Turn the Tide
Source: Press Search and BCG Analysis
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Postpurchase

Brand Showcase (7/7)
Drive value by repeat purchase offerings

Strengthen consumer engagement

D2H by Dish TV

Amazon Prime Video

Dish TV introduced a “Friends and Family recharge
service” where viewers can recharge D2H connection for
others and claim a cash back for the same

Prime Video leveraged Facebook and Instagram to
incentivize social and peer recommendations for
Gulabo Sitabo

Dish TV is also offering an upgrade to its HD RF Set-up box
with Magicstick and gold HD channel pack at a discounted
price on pre-booking

Prime Video incentivized users to share stories tagging their
friends as “partners in crime” and while streaming Gulabo
Sitabo with family on Instagram
On their Facebook page, Prime Video shared a consolidated
post of viewer's review of the movie facilitating
social recommendations

Turn the Tide
Source: Press Search and BCG Analysis
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THERE IS ADVANTAGE
EVEN IN DIFFICULT
TIMES …
BRANDS THAT TAILOR
STRATEGIES TO THE NEW
PATHWAY WILL EMERGE
WINNERS
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Unlock the new normal

